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a b s t r a c t 

We evaluate the mean circulation patterns, water mass distributions, and tropical dynamics of the North 

and Equatorial Pacific Ocean based on a suite of global ocean-sea ice simulations driven by the CORE-II 

atmospheric forcing from 1963-2007. The first three moments (mean, standard deviation and skewness) 

of sea surface height and surface temperature variability are assessed against observations. Large discrep- 

ancies are found in the variance and skewness of sea surface height and in the skewness of sea surface 

temperature. Comparing with the observation, most models underestimate the Kuroshio transport in the 

Asian Marginal seas due to the missing influence of the unresolved western boundary current and meso- 

scale eddies. In terms of the Mixed Layer Depths (MLDs) in the North Pacific, the two observed maxima 

associated with Subtropical Mode Water and Central Mode Water formation coalesce into a large pool 

of deep MLDs in all participating models, but another local maximum associated with the formation of 

Eastern Subtropical Mode Water can be found in all models with different magnitudes. The main model 

bias of deep MLDs results from excessive Subtropical Mode Water formation due to inaccurate repre- 

sentation of the Kuroshio separation and of the associated excessively warm and salty Kuroshio water. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background 

The dynamics of the Pacific Ocean affect not only the re-

gional climate system but also global climate variability, e.g., El

Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO). The Kuroshio, the major western

boundary current of the North Pacific, is of particular importance

because it transports an enormous amount of mass, geochemical

material, and heat from low to mid-latitudes ( Imawaki et al., 2013 ).

It also has a significant impact on ocean-atmosphere interactions

in the North Pacific Ocean ( Kwon et al., 2010 ). Many previous stud-

ies have reported that basin-wide variations of wind stress curl

(WSC) have important effects on transport and large scale changes

of the Kuroshio and its extension region (e.g., Deser et al 1999;

Sugimoto et al., 2010 ). These WSC variations are likely related to

variations of Aleutian Low activity and the Pacific Decadal Oscil-

lation at the interanual to decadal scales ( Soeyanto et al., 2014 ).

However, the mechanisms responsible for the Kuroshio transport

and its variability dynamics, remain unclear. 

The formation of water masses in the North and tropical Pa-

cific, and their transport pathways, are driven mainly by the WSC

in contrast with the thermohaline circulation of the North Atlantic,

and as a result the WSC can significantly affect the oceanic up-

take of passive tracers such as carbon dioxide. Excluding the deep

bottom water (addressed in the Southern Ocean companion paper

by Downes et al., 2015 ), the most important water masses in the

North Pacific are the Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW), North

Pacific Intermediate Water (NPIW) and three mode waters: Central

Mode Water (CMW), Eastern Subtropical Mode Water (ESMW) and

Subtropical Mode Water (STMW). A list of all acronyms used in

this paper is provided in Appendix A and a schematic of the ma-

jor North and equatorial Pacific surface wind-driven currents and

water mass distributions is shown in Fig. 1 . Many issues related

to water mass formation and transport in the Pacific remain un-

resolved. For example, the pathway of NPIW from the mixed wa-

ter region (MWR, Talley et al., 1995 ), between the Kuroshio and

Oyashio, to the western part of the subtropical gyre remains con-

troversial. It is well known that NPIW plays an important role

in the uptake of anthropogenic gases in the North Pacific. Talley

(1993) assumed NPIW is carried southward into the subtropical

gyre by the recirculation of the Kuroshio Extension. Yasuda et al.

(1996) suggested that NPIW is ejected from the Kuroshio Extension

at the southern edges of the Kuroshio Extension troughs. Some re-

searchers have explored the possibility that NPIW may enter at the

westernmost climatological trough due to the existence of cross-

frontal flow across the Kursoshio Extension ( Joyce et al., 2001 ).

However, a significant amount of NPIW is assumed to be trans-

ported eastward past 150 °E ( Masujima et al., 2003 ). Based on an

inverse model analysis, Nishina (1997) suggested that part of the

NPIW turns southwestward around 160 °E and reaches the north-

western part of the subtropical gyre south of Japan. This route

roughly corresponds to the shortcut pathway proposed in Nakano
ws that the North Pacific Intermediate Water can penetrate southward in

n greatly varies among models depending not only on grid resolution and

the model dynamics. All simulations show overall similar large scale tropi-

ferences in the structures of the Equatorial Undercurrent. We also confirm

radient of the wind stress curl in driving the equatorial transport, leading

torial Counter Current in all models due to inaccurate CORE-II equatorial

 a larger interior transport of Pacific subtropical cells than the observation

ort in the Northern Hemisphere likely resulting from the deep pycnocline.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

t al. (2007) and recently verified by Fujii et al. (2013) . On the

ther hand, You (2003, 2010 ) has suggested that NPIW is gener-

ted in the broad area between the subtropical and subarctic gyres

nd transported eastward to 140 °W where the Kuroshio Extension

oes not reach before entering the subtropical gyre. This coincides

ith the pathway proposed in Nakano et al. (2007) , however, its

xistence is not completely validated due to the paucity of obser-

ations. 

The shallow meridional overturning circulation (also known as

he subtropical cells, STCs), controls the subsurface transfer of

ass, heat and salt between the subtropical and equatorial Pa-

ific ( Capotondi et al., 2005 ). The interior STC transport is com-

ensated by the low-latitude western boundary transport in both

emispheres climatologically. But at interannual scales, the com-

ensation does not exactly hold in the Northern Hemisphere ( Chen

t al., 2015 ). The lack of compensation in the Northern Hemi-

phere is caused by the 7-month phase lag between the interior

TC transport and western boundary transport according to Ishida

t al. (2008) . Recent studies indicate that the STCs have an im-

ortant effect not only on the redistribution of water properties

ut also on ocean climate variability. England et al. (2014) have

hown that strengthening of the STCs over the last decade is di-

ectly related to strengthening of the trade winds, thus resulting in

he recent slow-down (up to 2014) in global surface temperatures.

n the equatorial Pacific, the STCs involve subtropical water, sub-

ucted in eastern areas of the Pacific ocean, that flows westward

nd equatorward in the upper pycnocline layers. The STCs feed the

quatorial Undercurrent (EUC), and upwelling in eastern equatorial

egions, before returning to the subtropics as part of the surface

kman flow ( McCreary and Lu, 1994 ). Given the STCs are much

hallower and narrower than the Atlantic meridional overturning

irculation, their time scale is shorter, ranging from interannual to

ulti-decadal, and cannot be ignored in decadal prediction of Pa-

ific climate ( Solomon et al, 2011 ). Farneti et al. (2014b) recently

uggested a potential mechanism linking the STCs with changes

n atmospheric circulation in order to explain tropical-extratropical

tmosphere-ocean interactions on multi-decadal time scales. Un-

ortunately our understanding of the STCs, and their variability in

elation to the WSC, remains limited due to the lacks of observa-

ional data and well-validated model simulations. 

.2. Purpose and scope of this paper 

In the present study, we shed light on some of the above un-

ertainties through a detailed examination and intercomparison

f a suite of global ocean models integrated from 1948 to 2007

nder the Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments (CORE-

I) protocol. The CORE-II was designed to evaluate the perfor-

ance of ocean and sea-ice models, and to quantify and under-

tand variability on time scales of seasons to decades ( Griffies et

l., 2009 ). These hindcast experiments provide a common frame-

ork to assess the differences and similarities among models com-

ared with the observation. Several accompanying papers have as-

essed aspects of sea level variability ( Griffies et al., 2014 ), North
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the Pacific surface circulation and water mass distribution. Four sections referred to in the text (PCM-1, PN, P09 along 137 °E, and P13 along 167 °E) are 

shown from west to east. The color shading shows the bathymetry (in m). The Subtropical Counter Current appears east of Taiwan. (For interpretation of the references to 

colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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tlantic-mean state ( Danabasoglu et al., 2014 ) and interannual to

ecadal variability ( Danabasoglu et al., 2016 ), Southern ocean cir-

ulation ( Downes et al, 2015 ) and others. In this study, our aim is

o assess how well these models can represent the dominant dy-

amical processes that are unique to the Pacific Ocean if the atmo-

pheric state for recent decades is prescribed? The specific ques-

ions are: 

• Can we quantify the overall performance of the surface variabil-

ity which is the first order evaluation of the ocean models? 
• How well the western boundary current system is represented

in these models, particularly the amount of transport which is

the key to move energy to high latitude? 
• How are the water masses and their origins represented in such

models? Can they help to clarify the unclear pathway of NPIW?
• Can the models adequately simulate the equatorial dynamics,

particularly the STCs circulation? What is the role of a better

representation of ocean mesoscale eddies? 

In this paper, we focus only on the evaluation and discussion of

he mean statistical properties and features of the CORE-II simu-

ations over the period of 1963-2007 and leave the study of inter-

nnual to decadal variability for future studies. We hope the cur-

ent evaluation of the mean statistical properties may provide use-

ul guidelines for future variability studies of CORE-II simulations

nd comparisons of coupled climate simulations in the Pacific. 

.3. Contents of this paper 

After a brief description of the 15 participating models and

he observational data in section 2, section 3 provides a statisti-

al summary of the surface variability, which gives us an overall

erformance of the participating models in the focused region.

ection 4 investigates the performance of the models in terms of

ransport by the Kuroshio Current System (KCS) in the North Pa-

ific. Section 5 and 6 further address the interior pathway and
rigin of the North Pacific water mass transport by analyzing the

ixed layer depth (MLD) and water mass properties. Section 7 ad-

resses the key tropical dynamics linking closely to the interan-

ual and decadal variability. We conclude with a brief summary

nd suggestions for future research in section 8 . 

. Models and observations 

.1. Models 

Fifteen model simulations are evaluated in the present study

 Table 1 ). The most extensive descriptions of the models partic-

pating in the CORE-II protocol are given in Danabasoglu et al.

2014) except the updated version of FSU model used in this study 

which is the FSU2 described in Danabasoglu et al., 2016 ) and the

ecent contribution from the Consortium for Climate Change Study

CCLICS) at Academia Sinica, Taiwan (See Appendix B for a brief de-

cription of this system). CCLICS uses the Community Earth System

odel framework but replaces the ocean component with the Tai-

an Multi-scale Community Ocean Model ( Tseng and Chien, 2011 ;

oung et al., 2012 ). All participating models have a nominal 1 ° hor-

zontal resolution except for the ICTP and two KIEL models which

ave nominal resolutions of 2 ° and 0.25 °/0.5 °, respectively. Most

odels have a finer grid spacing in the tropics. The number of

ertical levels, or layers, ranges from 30 to 63. All models use z-

evels except BERGEN and GFDL-GOLD which use isopycnal coordi-

ates, and FSU which uses a hybrid coordinate system. One of the

odels, MRI-ASSIM, is a global ocean data assimilation system. The

onfigurations of all the models are summarized in Table 1. 

The atmospheric state and river freshwater input are based on

he interannually varying CORE-II forcing ( Large and Yeager, 2009 )

rom 1948 to 2007. Surface fluxes of heat, salt, and momentum

re calculated using the bulk formulae of Large and Yeager (2009) .

ven though all of the models use the same CORE-II atmospheric

tate, their performances in the Pacific are quite different due
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Table 1 

Summary of the model configurations. 

Group Ocean model Sea-ice model Vertical Horiz. res. Min. dy in tropics 

AWI FESOM 1.4 FESIM 2 z (46) Nominal 1 ° 0 .50 °
BERGEN MICOM CICE 4 ρ (53) Nominal 1 ° 0 .25 °
CCLICS MUSOC CICE 4 z (40) Nominal 1 .25 ° 0 .35 °
CERFACS NEMO 3.2 LIM 2 z (42) Nominal 1 ° 0 .33 °
CMCC NEMO 3.3 CICE 4 z (46) Nominal 1 ° 0 .33 °
CNRM NEMO 3.2 Gelato 5 z (42) Nominal 1 ° 0 .33 °
FSU HYCOM 2.2 CICE 4 hybrid (32) Nominal 1 ° 0 .36 °
GFDL-MOM MOM 4p1 SIS z ∗ (50) Nominal 1 ° 0 .33 °
GFDL-GOLD GOLD SIS ρ (63) Nominal 1 ° 0 .38 °
ICTP MOM 4p1 SIS z ∗ (30) Nominal 2 ° 1 .17 °
KIEL-R025 NEMO 3.4.1 LIM 2 z (46) Nominal 0 .25 ° 0 .25 °
KIEL-R050 NEMO 3.1.1 LIM 2 z (46) Nominal 0 .5 ° 0 .49 °
MRI-ASSIM MOVE/MRI.COM3 MK89; CICE z (50) 1 ° (lon.) ×0.5 ° (lat.) 0 .50 °
MRI-FREE MRI.COM 3 MK89; CICE z (50) 1 ° (lon.) × 0.5 ° (lat.) 0 .50 °
NCAR POP 2 CICE 4 z (60) Nominal 1 ° 0 .27 °
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to differences in model grids, numerics, physics and the sea-ice

models. All models except MRI-ASSIM were run for 300 years (5

repeated cycles of the CORE-II forcing) to ensure they approached

a statistical steady state. Further discussion regarding to the CORE-

II protocol can be found in Griffies et al. (2012) and Danabasoglu

et al. (2014) . Note that for all ensemble mean diagnostics, the as-

similated results from MRI-ASSIM are not included as part of the

mean. Unless stated otherwise, only the last 45 years of monthly

mean data are used in the present study, corresponding to the pe-

riod 1963 to 2007. 

2.2. Observations 

The observed sea surface temperatures (SSTs) are in the form

of monthly means defined on a 1 °×1 ° grid retrieved from the

HadISST dataset ( Rayner et al., 2006 ). The 0.25 ° dynamic sea level

was obtained from the gridded satellite altimeter product of AVISO

(Archiving, Validation, and Interpolation of Satellite Oceanographic)

from 1993 to 2007 ( Rio et al., 2011 ). The 0.25 ° wind stress data

from the Scatterometer Climatology of Ocean Winds is also used

( Risien and Chelton, 2008 ). In order to facilitate direct comparison

with observations, all model results are regridded onto the obser-

vation grids except the AVISO data. 

Transport observations from three North Pacific sections are

used to evaluate the model simulations of the Kuroshio current

system: PCM-1 (east of Taiwan), PN (East China Sea, ECS) and P09

(a meridional section along 137 °E) (See Fig. 1 for the locations of

these sections). The PCM-1 section is located over the Ilan Ridge,

northeast of Taiwan at about 24.5 °N, and has a maximum depth

of 10 0 0 m ( Tseng et al., 2012 ). This section is ideal for monitoring

transport and the variability of the Kuroshio main axis located be-

tween the deep Okinawa Trough and the western Philippine Sea

( Johns et al., 2001 ). Current velocity observations were made by a

moored current meter array along the section at the entrance to

the ECS, between September 1994 and May 1996 as a part of the

World Ocean Circulation Experiment (see Johns et al. (2001) for

details). The PN (Pollution Nagasaki) section is located in the cen-

tral ECS and has a northwest-southeast orientation. Long-term hy-

drographic observations have been conducted along the PN sec-

tion by the Nagasaki Marine Observatory of the Japan Meteoro-

logical Agency since 1972 ( Ichikawa and Beardsley, 2002 ). Before

1972, only two or three cruises were performed each year ( Zhang

et al., 2012; Wei et al., 2013 ). This section has proved useful in

monitoring transport and variability of the Kuroshio in the cen-

tral ECS, e.g., Kawabe (1988), Oka and Kawabe (2003), Andres et

al. (2008), Zhang et al. (2012), Wei et al. (2013) . The P09 (137 °E)

line is located south of Japan and crosses the western part of the

subtropical gyre of the North Pacific. Long-term, repeated hydro-
raphic observations have been collected along P09, and also P13

165 °E), as part of the biannual hydrographic surveys by the Japan

eteorological Agency since 1972 ( Sugimoto et al., 2010 ). Some hy-

rographic lines along P09 and P13 are used to compare the mod-

ls with the World Ocean Atlas 2009 (WOA09). 

. Statistical summary of SSH and SST variability 

In order to get the overall performance of the participating

cean models, the statistical properties of two ocean variables of

ractical and scientific interest, SSH and SST, are first summarized

ere. Griffies et al. (2014) have already evaluated the mean SSH

elds of the CORE-II simulations and so we only discuss them

riefly in this paper. We also do not discuss in detail the mean

ST because, as will be shown later, the modeled mean SST dis-

ribution is very close to the mean of the observation. Instead, we

ocus primarily on two statistics that describe the temporal vari-

bility of SSH and SST about their seasonal mean state: standard

eviation and skewness. Both of these statistics provide comple-

entary information on the variability of the upper ocean and

he general circulation ( Thompson and Demirov, 2006 ). Taylor di-

grams ( Taylor, 2001 ) are used below to quantify the similarity

f all model-based maps, for a given variable and statistical mo-

ent, with the corresponding map calculated from observations

see Appendix C for details). We note that a Gaussian smoothing

s applied to the AVISO data first in order to remove variabilities

ith a spatial scale less than 200 km, and thus to better compare

ith these non-eddy resolving models without eddy variances in

he Taylor diagram. 

.1. Sea surface height (SSH) 

The mean, standard deviation and skewness of SSH are quan-

ified first. The Taylor diagram ( Fig. 2 a) for the mean SSH shows

he spatial correlations between the mean SSH (i.e., mean dynamic

opography) of Rio et al. (2011) and the simulated mean fields ex-

eed 0.94 for all 15 models. The high correlation indicates that

ll models successfully reproduce the large scale features of the

ean sea surface topography which are mainly due to the forcing

y the large scale WSC ( Griffies et al., 2014 ). The normalized root-

ean-square difference (RMSD) is also < 0.4 (given by the radial

istance of each point on the Taylor diagram from the point x = 1,

 = 0). Griffies et al. (2014) showed that the RMSD in the Pacific is

arger than the global difference. Overall the standard deviation of

he grid point values of simulated mean SSH is within 15% of the

bserved standard deviation (given by the radial distance of each

oint from the origin). 

Spatial maps of standard deviation and skewness are also gen-

rated using the observations and CORE-II simulations for the
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Fig. 2. Comparison of spatial maps of the statistics of model output and observations using Taylor diagrams. The following statistics are compared: (a) mean, (c) standard 

deviation and (e) skewness of SSH, and (b) mean, (d) standard deviation and (f) skewness of SST. Radial distance of each point is the ratio of the standard deviation of the 

gridded statistics of one model and the observations. The azimuthal angle gives the corresponding correlation of the statistics of model output and observations. Green arcs 

show the root-mean-square-differences (RMSD) of the gridded statistics of model output and observations. 
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993-2007 period ( Figs. 3 and 4 discussed in details next). This

eriod is chosen because of the availability of altimeter observa-

ions. The annual and six month cycles (p = 1, Appendix C ) were

emoved from each grid point time series before calculating the

tandard deviation and skewness. 

.1.1. Standard deviation 

All models have smaller standard deviations of SSH than the

bservations ( Fig. 3 ) in the major current systems and so the en-

emble mean has a smaller magnitude than the observations. This

s confirmed by the corresponding Taylor diagram ( Fig. 2 c) which

learly shows all models underestimate the SSH variability (points

re closer to the origin). The maps for all models except FSU, KIEL-

025 and MRI-ASSIM are weakly correlated with the observed map

correlations between 0.19 to 0.52). The relatively high correlation

or MRI-ASSIM (0.88) is not surprising because this model assimi-

ates temperature and salinity and this is expected to improve the

ccuracy of the sea level fields. All ensemble means discussed sub-

equently are based only on the free running models in order to

mit the effect of data assimilation. 

It is not surprising that the 1 ° and 2 ° (even the 0.5 ° KIEL-

050) resolution models underestimate SSH variability in the KCS.

IEL-R025 has a nominal 0.25 ° resolution and so it better repre-

ents eddy activity than the others. The standard deviation is en-

anced when the model resolution is increased (compare KIEL-

025 and KIEL-R050). In all 1 ° or coarser CORE-II simulations, the

uroshio and Oyashio form a broad eastward extension in mid-

atitudes after their confluence east of Japan (not shown here) in

ontrast with several distinct jets and fronts seen in nature. This

s due to the low horizontal resolution of these models. We will

all this eastward current the Kuroshio/Oyashio extension (KOE).

he FSU model has higher standard deviations in the KOE than

he other models possibly due to its refined resolution at this lat-

tude, close (but still weaker) in magnitude to the observed val-
es. In the tropics, all models capture the overall pattern of SSH

ariability, although the standard deviations are still weaker than

bserved in general. The high SSH variability associated with sub-

ropical Counter Current eddies ( Qiu and Chen, 2010 ) is missing

rom all models except MRI-ASSIM, which have modelled standard

eviations that are closer to the observed standard deviations. Note

hat nearly all models have elevated SSH variability along the path

f the North Equatorial Counter Current (NECC). 

.1.2. Skewness 

This statistic is a non-dimensional measure of the asymmetry of

 histogram or probability density function (see Appendix C for de-

ails). Skewness of grid point time series of SSH has been used pre-

iously to identify regions dominated by eddies with a preferred

ense of rotation, and the line of zero skewness has also been

hown (e.g., Thompson and Demirov, 2006 ) to delineate the mean

ath of unstable, mid-ocean jets with positive (negative) skewness

ccurring in regions with low (high) mean SSH. In the present

tudy, we explore the changes of mean path and direction of un-

table jets (e.g., KOE) resulting from the reduced level of mesoscale

ariability of the CORE-II simulations due to their relatively coarse

esolution. 

The Taylor diagram ( Fig. 2 e) for the SSH skewness fields ( Fig. 4 )

hows that, the magnitudes are between 0.75 and 1.15 and the cor-

elations are between 0.62 and 0.88 for all models. In the tropi-

al Pacific, all models show positive anomalies in the eastern Pa-

ific and negative anomalies in the western Pacific. Positive ENSO

vents are characterized by a deeper thermocline (positive SSH) in

he east, and shallower thermocline (negative SSH) in the west, a

onal dipole pattern similar to the observed SSH skewness pattern

 Fig. 4 ). This result indicates that El Niño events are stronger than

a Niña events. However, during the relatively short time period

onsidered for this analysis, interannual variations are dominated

y the large 1997-98 El Niño, and may not be representative of
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Fig. 3. Standard deviation of monthly sea level from 1993 to 2007, between 100 °E-70 °W and 15 °S-66 °N. The mean seasonal cycles are removed. 
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ENSO behavior over a longer period. Indeed, the skewness is sig-

nificantly reduced in all models if the analysis period is extended

to 1963-2007 (not shown). There are two reasons for this reduc-

tion. One is that the variability is no longer dominated by the large

1997-1998 El Niño event. The other reason is that SSH variability

on decadal and longer time scales becomes more important. The

histogram of this lower frequency variability is approximately sym-

metric (e.g., positive and negative anomalies are equally likely) and

this reduces the skewness of the extended time series. 

Outside of the tropics, large-scale positive and negative patches

of SSH skewness are evident in all model fields but they vary

amongst models and do not agree well with the observed field

(bottom left panel, Fig. 4 ). The discrepancies are most pronounced

in the KOE region where, unlike the models, the line of zero skew-

ness in the observations clearly traces out the mean path of this

unstable, mid-ocean jet. The zero skewness lines for the models

in this region are not very clear but consistent with the modeled

mean SSH fields (compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 15 of Griffies et al.,

2014 ). Note the MRI-ASSIM does not generate realistic values of

skewness. This could be possibly due to the broad Kuroshio in the

nominal 1 ° MRI-ASSIM even though temperature and salinity are

assimilated. These results indicate that local WSC is not the only

factor determining the models’ standard deviation and skewness;

mesoscale eddies and their feedbacks cannot be ignored when

considering variability ( Penduff et al., 2010 ). Even if the model is

eddy-permitting (e.g., KIEL-R025), it may not generate the eddies

at about the same locations as observations in terms of the large-

scale pattern, leading to a relatively low agreement as shown by

the Taylor diagram. It can also be seen that the models do not

reproduce the observed band of high skewness along the Kuril-

e  
amchtka and Aleutian Trenches, presumably because they do not

enerate anti-cyclonic eddies in these regions. 

.2. Sea surface temperature (SST) 

The Taylor diagram ( Fig. 2 b) for mean SST indicates close agree-

ent between the modeled and observed mean SST (e.g., corre-

ation greater than 0.99). This is perhaps not surprising because

he model mean SST reflects the CORE-II surface heat flux which is

artly based on observed SST and is similar for all models. 

Maps of the standard deviation and skewness of SST were gen-

rated using the HadISST observations and CORE-II simulations for

he period 1963-2007. The mean seasonal cycle is removed using

he same procedure of SSH analysis. 

.2.1. Standard deviation 

The Taylor diagram ( Fig. 2 d) for SST standard deviation ( Fig. 5 )

hows the model fields are realistic with normalized standard de-

iation between 1.07 and 1.47 and most correlations between 0.82

nd 0.92. All models have relatively high standard deviations in the

icinity of the KOE and in the eastern tropical Pacific ( Fig. 5 ). The

atterns are consistent with the HadISST observations which indi-

ate high variability in these regions. However, the maxima of the

tandard deviations are generally higher than in the HadISST obser-

ations and vary greatly amongst models (see the ensemble mean).

WI, CERFACS, CNRM, GFDL-GOLD, MRI-ASSIM have high standard

eviations along the equator while ICTP, MRI-FREE, NCAR have low

tandard deviations. 

The different standard deviations may indicate how the mod-

ls respond to heat flux in their configurations. For example, the
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Fig. 4. Skewness of monthly sea level from 1993 to 2007, between 100 °E-70 °W and 15 °S-66 °N. The mean seasonal cycles are removed. 
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arge difference of CMCC from CERFACS and CNRM may be due to

he different NEMO versions (NEMO3.3 in CMCC versus NEMO3.2

n CERFACS and CNRM). The higher standard deviation of MRI-

SSIM compared to MRI-FREE, which is also higher than the stan-

ard deviation of HadISST, is likely due to the assimilation of verti-

al temperature profiles using a 3-dimensional variational (3DVAR)

cheme ( Fujii and Kamachi, 2003 ). In the eastern equatorial Pacific,

he 3DVAR scheme generally applies corrections to the model tem-

erature fields that reflect large misfits with observations in the

hermocline. The corrections can become excessive at the surface

hrough the inaccurate vertical correlations of background errors

sed by the scheme, leading to spurious SST variations ( Fujii and

amachi, 2003 ). More generally we should not always expect the

ata assimilation models to perform better than the free running

ynamical models because inaccuracies in the statistical and dy-

amical information utilized by assimilation schemes can increase

rrors in some model variables. As for the differences in SST stan-

ard deviation for the other models, it is not trivial to isolate the

auses because their configurations all differ (resolution, parame-

ers, vertical level and coupling framework etc.). 

.2.2. Skewness 

The Taylor diagram ( Fig. 2 f) for SST skewness ( Fig. 6 ) indicate

ome differences between the simulations and the observations al-

hough the large scale patterns look similar; correlations for all

odels cluster between 0.46 and 0.71. Similar to SSH, all models

nd the observations show the influence of ENSO emerging from

he coast of America in the tropics ( Fig. 6 ). The large-scale tropical

attern reflects the SST asymmetry of El Niño and La Niña in the

entral and eastern Pacific, perhaps resulting from the nonlinear
onal and meridional temperature advection in these regions ( Su

t al., 2010 ) in associated with different strength and timing char-

cteristics of El Niño and La Niña. High positive values of skewness

ffshore of the U.S. west coast can be seen from all models and the

bservation, related to the skewed surface heat flux forcing associ-

ted with the Seasonal Footprinting Mechanism, which can lead to

he El Niño development ( Vimont et al., 2001, Vimont et al., 2003;

ing et al., 2015 ). 

. Transport of the Kuroshio current system 

The transport of the KCS modulates the climate of this region

e.g., Hirose et al., 2009 ). It is also affected directly by the regional

limate variability ( Shen et al., 2014 ). Here, we assess the realism

f the mean KCS transport simulated by the CORE-II simulations

ased on three representative sections although accurate simula-

ion is rather challenging for most of them due to their low reso-

ution. 

.1. The PCM-1 line 

This line is located east of Taiwan in the vicinity of a sill

nd a choke point for the Kuroshio as it flows into the ECS

 Fig. 1 ). The Kuroshio generally exhibits much stronger vari-

bility on interannual compared to seasonal time scales ( Shen

t al., 2014; Soeyanto et al., 2014 ). This is not true, however,

long PCM-1 where the observed seasonal variability is strong

n Kuroshio transport and in the location of the Kuroshio axis.

he reason for this is that the Kuroshio axis east of Taiwan mi-

rates seasonally (controlled by the monsoonal winds and local
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Fig. 5. Standard deviation of monthly SST from 1963 to 2007, between 100 °E-70 °W and 15 °S-66 °N. The mean seasonal cycles are removed. 
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c  
topography): seaward in summer and shoreward in boreal winter

( Tang et al., 20 0 0; Shen et al., 2011 ). During times of strong (weak)

transport, the axis of the Kuroshio migrates seaward (shoreward),

and less (more) Kuroshio Surface Water intrudes onto the conti-

nental shelf of the southern ECS ( Tang et al., 20 0 0 ). 

We have estimated the upper 10 0 0 m mean volume transport

and its seasonal variability across PCM-1 (123.2 °E westward to the

coast) for all of the models from 1963 to 2007. Given the grid

resolution varies amongst models, we extended the PCM-1 sec-

tion approximately 1 ° eastward to 124.5 °E or even more eastward

for some models to allow at least two grid points to calculate

mean volume transport (e.g., 126 °E for ICTP because of its 2 ° res-

olution). The observed mean volume transport is approximately

21.2 Sv ( Tseng et al., 2012 ; red solid line shown in their Fig. 6 b),

consistent with the earlier estimate of 22.6 Sv based on repeated

CTD/ADCP sections ( Liu et al., 1998 ), and an estimate of 23.3 Sv,

with a standard deviation of 2.0 Sv, based on current meter mea-

surements made during September 1994 and May 1996. The esti-

mated mean volume transports from all of the participating mod-

els are listed in Table 2 . The ensemble mean for all 14 free running

models (i.e., omitting MRI-ASSIM) is 16.4 Sv with standard devia-

tion of 7.5 Sv. It can be seen that most models underestimate the

mean transport; only six models have mean transports larger than

20 Sv (AWI, FSU, the two KIEL models and the two MRI models).

Except for high resolution KIEL-R025, these models have compara-

ble mean transport with the observations in the range of 20.9 Sv to

26.1 Sv. KIEL-R025 overestimates the transport by about 10 Sv. Note

the AWI, FSU and two KIEL models all have much higher resolu-

tion than 1 ° in this region. The weak transport in other models is

mainly due to inadequate resolution of the western boundary cur-

a  
ents, resulting in an offshore shift of the Kuroshio axis. Extending

he section to 128 °E leads to a significant increase in the trans-

orts of all other low-resolution models (values in parentheses of

able 2 ), suggesting a broad western boundary current with larger

uroshio transport offshore. 

Because the seasonal variation of Kuroshio transport is an im-

ortant characteristic of variability in the vicinity of PCM-1, we

how in Fig. 7 a the modeled mean seasonal cycle of the transport

or the 1963-2007 period. Most models simulate an intensification

n transport in the middle of the year as is found in the observa-

ions. reflecting a common direct response to the large-scale sum-

er/winter monsoon forcing provided by the CORE-II data ( Tang

t al., 20 0 0 ), However, the range of seasonal variation is usually

oo small. Note that CERFACS and CNRM have almost identical sea-

onal variations, indicating that they may share similar transport

haracteristics due to similar model configurations. Although the

SU model has a mean transport similar to that of the observations

 Table 2 ), its seasonal variation is out of phase compared with the

bserved transport, possibly resulting from the model’s subsurface

ransport dynamics (only the top 4 sigma levels have a good cor-

espondence with the CORE-II surface monsoonal wind forcing but

ot the levels below). It can also be seen that the transport max-

ma in GFDL-MOM, ICTP and KIEL-R050 occur in spring rather than

ummer. 

.2. The PN line 

This line gives a representative section of the Kuroshio in the

entral ECS ( Fig. 1 ). The underlying bottom topography includes

 continental shelf and steep slope with a maximum depth of
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Fig. 6. Skewness of monthly SST from 1963 to 2007, between 100 °E-70 °W and 15 °S-66 °N. The mean seasonal cycles are removed. 

Table 2 

Mean volume transport (in Sv) across selected sections. For PCM-1 and PN, the values in 

parentheses indicate the transport calculated along extended sections (to 128 °E and 132 °E 
for PCM-1 and PN respectively). For P09, the values in parentheses only take eastward flow- 

ing Kuroshio transport into account ( Sugimoto et al., 2010 ). Different averaged periods are 

used in order to compare with the observation. 

PCM-1 (1963-2007) PN (1963-2003) P09 (1972-2007) 

AWI 26 .1(34.6) 7 .5(10.6) 24 .4(34.1) 

BERGEN 10 .4(16.3) 6 .0(11.9) 25 .7(29.0) 

CCLICS 10 .2(19.1) 2 .2(19.1) 27 .8(41.4) 

CERFACS 12 .5(30.7) 5 .7(12.7) 22 .7(26.3) 

CMCC 17 .7(30.3) 11 .8(10.1) 21 .1(25.0) 

CNRM 12 .6(30.3) 7 .2(13.5) 22 .5(25.9) 

FSU 20 .9(29.1) 12 .3(15.5) 29 .5(59.0) 

GFDL-GOLD 15 .1(29.7) 2 .9(15.5) 18 .0(31.8) 

GFDL-MOM 8 .3(23.7) 4 .8(8.2) 21 .0(28.8) 

ICTP 6 .7(21.6) 2 .7(0.9) 23 .6(27.5) 

KIEL-R025 30 .9(33.6) 13 .9(18.9) 26 .8(45.9) 

KIEL-R050 25 .7(31.8) 7 .2(9.4) 29 .4(34.6) 

MRI-ASSIM 24 .1(30.8) 12 .0(18.3) 26 .9(42.1) 

MRI-FREE 21 .7(28.7) 11 .0(16.1) 25 .3(31.0) 

NCAR 10 .6(24.1) 6 .3(11.7) 26 .1(30.7) 

Ensemble Mean 16.4 ± 7.5(27.4 ± 5.5) 7.2 ± 3.7(12.4 ± 4.7) 24.6 ± 3.3(33.7 ± 9.4) 

OBS 21.2 ± 2.4 24.1 ± 3.4 33 .0(49.4) 
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0 0 0 m. Time series of annual mean volume transports across this

ine, from 1963 to 2007, are shown in Fig. 7 b. All models exhibit

uch lower volume transport than the long-term observed trans-

ort (black dashed line on Fig. 7 b, the mean transport is 24.1 Sv for

he 1963-2003 period). They are also lower than then geostrophic

stimate of 25.4-25.8 Sv referred to 700 db depth from 1973-1993

 Hinata, 1996 ) and 1973-20 0 0 ( Ichikawa and Beardsley, 2002 ). The

nsemble mean for all free running models is 7.2 Sv with stan-
ard deviation of 3.7 Sv for the same observed 1963-2003 period

 Table 2 ). Recently, Wei et al. (2013) reported a new estimate of

uroshio transport of 22.48 ± 2.78 Sv based on an inverse calcu-

ation for the period 1955-2010, which is slightly lower than the

bove geostrophic estimate due to a counter-current at the off-

hore side of the PN section. This new estimate is however still

uch larger than the models’ ensemble mean. The low transports

stimated by the models are likely due to unresolved mesoscale
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Fig. 7. Seasonal variation of volume transport across the PCM-1 section and the interannual variation of volume transport across the PN and P09 sections. 
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eddies, which contribute significantly to Kuroshio transport in the

western North Pacific ( Shen et al., 2014; Soeyanto et al., 2014 )

and the bottom drag caused by the Ryukyu Islands in the low-

resolution models because the transports in all models are consis-

tently weaker than their corresponding transports along the PCM-

1, contrast to the observation. Extending the section from 129 °E to
132 °E also leads to an increase in some modeled transports (par-

ticularly CCLICS), suggesting an offshore shifting and broadening of

the main core of the Kuroshio in these models (values in paren-

theses of Table 2 ). 

Normally, the transport across the PN line is a few Sv stronger

than that observed at PCM-1 because of the rejoining flow of

the recirculation gyres and mesoscale eddies near the central ECS.

Our comparisons highlight the impact of mesoscale eddies on the

Kuroshio transport in the Western Pacific ( Tseng et al., 2012; Shen

et al., 2014 ). The largest model transport is given by the eddy-

permitting, nominal 0.25 ° resolution KIEL-R025 model (13.9 Sv),

suggesting that increasing model resolution may help to improve

the realism of the model simulations. The weak interannual vari-

ation of the Kuroshio in all models compared to observations also

suggests the lack of westward propagating mesoscale eddy activity

which has strong interannual variability ( Fig. 7 b). 

We note that the observed Kuroshio transport shows a clear

decadal increasing trend over the last 60 years in Fig. 7 . Zhang

et al. (2012) attributes the increasing trend to the increasing

southerly winds above the Southern China Sea and Kuroshio region

which are missing in the CORE-II winds (not shown). This will be

further addressed in the follow-on paper. 

4.3. The P09 line (137 °E) 

This meridional line runs along 137 °E ( Fig. 1 ). The main

core of Kuroshio passes through this section before entering the

Kuroshio/Oyashio MWR. Table 2 shows the net Kuroshio trans-

port integrated northward from 25 °N along the section. In order

to minimize the latitude dependency of the Kuroshio path due to

the meridional shift of Kuroshio and recirculation gyres in the ob-

servations ( Sugimoto et al., 2010 ), we also calculate the Kuroshio

eastward transport by taking only the eastward transport (posi-

tive zonal velocity) along P09 line (given in parentheses in Table
 ). This does not consider the contribution of westward flow as-

ociated with the Kuroshio Counter Current and cold-core eddies

orth of the Kuroshio. The Kuroshio eastward transport is always

arger than the net Kuroshio transport along P09 line due to the

ignificant contribution of the Kuroshio Counter Current. The ob-

erved net Kuroshio transport and Kuroshio eastward transport

rom 1972-2007 are 33.0 Sv and 49.4 Sv ( Table 2, Sugimoto et al.,

010 ), respectively. The transport is systematically underestimated

n all models with a mean transport of 24.6 ± 3.3 Sv versus 33 Sv in

he observations ( Table 2 ). The model transports vary ranging from

8.0 to 29.5 Sv, compared to the observation-based estimates over

he same 1972-2007. These underestimated transports are expected

ue to the low current velocity in the coarse resolution models.

hen the impact of westward flow associated with the Kuroshio

ounter Current is removed, the Kuroshio eastward transport in

ost models (the ensemble mean is 33.7 ± 9.4 Sv) is much larger

han the net Kuroshio transport but still weaker than the observed

ransport of 49.4 Sv. Further analysis of the transport variability,

nd its causes, will be investigated in a follow-on paper. 

. Mixed layer depth 

The following two sections highlight the water masses trans-

ort and their origins in the North Pacific by considering the distri-

ution of MLDs and water masses at several sections. MLDs gener-

lly reach their seasonal extrema in March and September. Follow-

ng Danabasoglu et al. (2014) , we use a density-based approach to

alculate the March MLDs offline, defining the MLD as the depth at

hich the potential density (referenced to the surface) changes by

.125 kg m 

−3 from its surface value. Long term monthly mean den-

ity profiles at each individual location are used to calculate mean

arch MLDs for the 1963-2007 period in all models. The same of-

ine method is also used to calculate the observational MLD from

he WOA09. MLDs for the South Pacific have been discussed by

ownes et al. (2015) so the following discussion focuses entirely

n the North Pacific. 

The MLDs for March, calculated for the models, are compared

ith the corresponding WOA09 climatology in Fig. 8 . In the North

acific, the modeled MLDs are generally shallow (about 50 m or

ess) between the equator to the subtropical gyre, but deepen
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Fig. 8. March-mean mixed layer depth. See text for procedure. The depths calculated from WOA09 are shown in the bottom left panel. 
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served MLD maxima associated with CMW and STMW formation 
oward higher latitudes. The MLD gradients via lateral induction

 Cushman-Roisin, 1987; Marshall et al., 1993 ) across the base of a

loping mixed layer are responsible for creating regions of maxi-

um subduction ( Ladd and Thompson, 2001 ). In contrast to the

LDs shown by Downes et al. (2015) , the subduction of mode wa-

ers in the North Pacific is mainly driven by surface wind forc-

ng (e.g., mid latitude winter storms) in the upper layer and is

trongly influenced by lateral exchanges in the mixed layer ( Suga

t al., 2004 ). These mode and intermediate waters are normally

ormed at shallower depths than those in the Southern Ocean be-

ause there is no deep water formation in the North Pacific. 

In the MWR east of Japan, between the Kuroshio Extension and

yashio Front, the March MLD is of the order 200 m and exceeds

50 m in some regions ( Qu et al., 2002 ). Two distinct zonal bands

f deep MLD along 32 °N and 42 °N can be seen in the WOA09 (bot-

om panel of Fig. 8 ), corresponding to different frontal regions. The

orthern band extends eastward to 160 °W and the southern band

s located south of KOE and slants northeastward. The northern

and is associated with the formation of CMW while the south-

rn band is associated with the formation of STMW ( Suga et al.,

004 ). 

It is not surprising that the three observed distinct MLD max-

ma shown in the WOA09 (bottom panel of Fig. 9 ) are not repro-

uced by any model except MRI-ASSIM, particularly the band as-

ociated with the formation of CMW. The assimilation of in situ

emperature and salinity profiles by MRI-ASSIM leads to more ac-

urate density stratification, and thus MLD, compared to the other

odels. Rather, a large region of deep MLD east of Japan is simu-

ated by all models, reflecting the winter deepening of MLD. This

inter deepening is critical for the formation of STMW. However,
ts strength and distribution differ greatly among models. Contrast

o the observation, BERGEN is the only model which has the deep

LDs (deeper than 200 m) extending into eastern North Pacific, in-

luding the Gulf of Alaska. 

Many models have MLDs that are much deeper than observed,

articularly FSU and ICTP (depth greater than 400 m). A few mod-

ls with overly deep MLD in the KOE region also overestimate

LD in the subarctic gyre in the northwest Pacific (e.g., FSU, GFDL-

OM, ICTP, MRI-FREE). This bias may relate to the origin of North

acific Intermediate Water (NPIW) in these models, which will be

iscussed in detail in section 6 . We also note that even using the

ame MOM ocean model, but with different configurations, the

CTP and GFDL-MOM have different MLDs due to differences in res-

lution and parameterization (e.g., the tidal mixing is turned off in

CTP). By way of contrast, all NEMO based models (see Table 1 )

ave very similar MLDs regardless resolutions and versions. 

The March-mean MLDs for three different regions are listed in

able 3 . Regions A to C correspond to the formation regions of

MW (180 °-160 °W, 37 °-42 °N), STMW (155 °E-180 °, 29 °-34 °N) and

he gap region between them (180 °-170 °W, 32 °-35 °N). The deep-

st March MLDs are mostly found in region A and region B com-

ared to region C, indicating the deepening of MLDs associated

ith mode water formation by most models. A narrow transition

one east of the deep MLD region off Japan can also be found in all

odels, similar to the observed climatology. This region is called

he MLD front ( Xie et al., 20 0 0 ). However, all models except MRI-

SSIM show excessively strong MLD fronts (i.e., steep MLD gra-

ients) compared to WOA09 due to the commonly deeper MLDs.

oreover, the large region of deep MLD indicates that the two ob-
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Fig. 9. Scatter plots of the March-mean MLD against the corresponding potential temperature, salinity and density biases over the upper 400 m for regions A (top panel) and 

B (bottom panel) defined in Table 3 . The corresponding linear regression lines along with the correlation coefficients are shown for comparison. The solid circle represents 

the observed MLD in WOA09. 

Table 3 

Mean PV along the 26.2 σ θ surface and mean March MLD averaged over three re- 

gions corresponding to the formation regions of CMW (A: 180 °-160 °W, 37 °-42 °N), 

STMW(B: 155 °E-180 °, 29 °-34 °N) and the gap between them (C: 180 °-170 °W, 32 °- 
35 °N). 

Mean PV (10 −10 m 

−1 s −1 ) along 26.2 σ θ Mean March MLD (m) 

Region A B C Region A B C 

AWI 1 .96 3 .42 2 .92 AWI 184 183 127 

BERGEN 4 .60 3 .57 3 .25 BERGEN 218 214 206 

CCLICS 3 .46 3 .78 2 .71 CCLICS 116 215 213 

CERFACS 2 .03 3 .28 2 .50 CERFACS 184 182 158 

CMCC 2 .44 3 .11 2 .29 CMCC 137 155 122 

CNRM 1 .98 3 .29 2 .56 CNRM 180 178 149 

FSU 3 .83 4 .38 4 .47 FSU 284 251 263 

GFDL-GOLD 1 .70 2 .73 2 .02 GFDL-GOLD 233 174 155 

GFDL-MOM 2 .25 2 .93 2 .71 GFDL-MOM 216 174 112 

ICTP 2 .72 3 .50 3 .54 ICTP 288 234 156 

KIEL-R025 2 .08 2 .81 2 .58 KIEL-R025 232 193 145 

KIEL-R050 1 .80 2 .78 2 .19 KIEL-R050 179 199 129 

MRI-ASSIM 2 .11 2 .22 1 .74 MRI-ASSIM 157 158 130 

MRI-FREE 1 .61 2 .75 2 .38 MRI-FREE 188 180 115 

NCAR 1 .91 2 .23 1 .74 NCAR 122 114 103 

WOA 1 .97 2 .08 2 .23 WOA 162 117 97 
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coalesce into one large pool in most models. This may result in an

erroneous representation of the CMW formation process discussed

in the next section, and possibly relates to the inaccurate separa-

tion point of the western boundary current in the low-resolution

models ( Ladd and Thompson, 2001 ). The northward shift of the

Kuroshio separation causes the large warm and salty biases of re-
ion B (bottom panel of Fig. 9 ) in all models except MRI-ASSIM and

CAR (well known coarse resolution features so the patterns are

ot shown here). The bottom panel of Fig. 9 shows the relation-

hips between the mean March MLD and the mean hydrographical

iases of March potential temperature and salinity for the region

 over the upper 400 m, in addition to the mean density biases.

he corresponding linear regression lines along with the correla-

ion coefficients are shown for comparison. While both positive po-

ential temperature and positive salinity biases have a compensat-

ng impact on the density, the positive potential temperature bi-

ses tend to dominate the changes in density, contributing to the

egative density biases in the upper-ocean, associated with deeper

LD (correlation r = 0.90 for the potential temperature biases and

 = -0.87 for the density biases). This analysis confirms the excess

ormation of STMW results in the deeper MLD in some models

e.g., FSU and ICTP-MOM) due to the inaccurate Kuroshio separa-

ion associated with the excess warm and salty Kuroshio water. 

On the other hand, the biases associated with CMW cannot be

asily explained. The top panel of Fig. 9 shows the same hydro-

raphical biases for region A, indicating similar warm and salty

iases to those for region B (bottom panel of Fig. 9 ). The den-

ity and March MLD relationship in region A is more scattered

han region B and the linear regression coefficient is also lower

or both potential temperature and salinity. A very similar result is

btained when we consider a broader area that includes a larger

egion (not shown). We cannot find a clear potential temperature

r salinity dominance in the models affecting the change of MLD.

his suggests the models deep water formation mechanism in re-

ion A may be similar to the formation of STMW, but differs from
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he actual formation mechanism of CMW, supporting our discus-

ion above. 

Another local maximum of MLD exists offshore of the west

oast of North America centered near 30 °N (bottom left panel in

ig. 8 ). This region is partially responsible for the formation of

SMW ( Talley, 1988; Hosoda et al., 2001 ). The ESMW is a weak

hermostad of 16 °-22 °C lying in the upper permanent pycnocline

nd is formed primarily by weak cross-isopycnal flow ( Ladd and

hompson, 2001; Suga et al., 2004 ). All models reproduce a max-

mum in this region although the area of enhanced MLD is much

arger than observed in most models. 

. Upper-ocean circulation of the North Pacific 

We now further evaluate the water masses formed by the deep-

ning of MLDs in the North Pacific. In order to better understand

he three-dimensional structures, we consider two vertical sections

rst and then three isopycnal surfaces. We first discuss the salinity

nd potential density distributions along two meridional sections

hich can give us an overview of the modeled meridional water

ass distribution. Then we further investigate the depth, salin-

ty, potential temperature, and potential vorticity (PV) along se-

ected density surfaces of the North Pacific. Mode water formation

s commonly characterized by low PV. PV is thus a useful quantity

nd is defined here as follows: 

 V = (ζ + f ) 
1 

ρ

∂ρ

∂z 
(1)

here ζ is the relative vorticity (vertical component of the curl

f the velocity fields), f is the Coriolis parameter (planetary vortic-

ty), ρ is the potential density referenced to the surface and z is

he vertical coordinate (positive upwards). Because no reliable es-

imation of the mean relative vorticity can be easily obtained from

bservations and it is an order of magnitude less than the plane-

ary vorticity (not shown here), only the planetary vorticity is used

ere for the comparison. 

.1. Vertical sections 

.1.1. P09 (137 °E) 

This vertical section cuts across the entire western North Pa-

ific from the tropics to the south of Japan ( Bingham et al., 2002 ).

ig. 10 compares the simulated salinity distributions along this sec-

ion with the WOA09, focusing on the shallow and intermediate

ater masses. In agreement with observations, all models except

CTP show an overall salinity maximum exceeding 35.3 psu be-

ween 22 σ θ and 26 σθ in the equatorial regions, indicating the

xistence of the Tropical Waters discussed next. ICTP has a slightly

eaker salinity maximum (roughly 0.4 psu lower). The observa-

ions indicate a strong salinity front around 5 °N, with the salin-

ty maximum near 24 σ θ ( Bingham et al., 2002 ). The high salinity

aximum south of 5 °N is associated with South Pacific Tropical

ater, originating from the Southern Hemisphere. All models show

uch a feature but with different strengths, apparently related to

he strength of the above mentioned salinity front. 

The high salinity region between 10 °N and 25 °N (North Pa-

ific Tropical Water, NPTW) lies mostly above 24 σ θ . The NPTW

s formed by midlatitude subduction, which is characterized as a

ubsurface salinity maximum in the North Equatorial Current and

erived from the high surface salinity area of the central subtropi-

al North Pacific ( Suga et al., 20 0 0 ). Suga et al. (20 0 0) and Katsura

t al. (2013) argue that the portions of NPTW north and south

f 15 °N originate from different formation regions, west and east

f the dateline, respectively. All models except ICTP seem to have

 well-defined local salinity maximum south of 15 °N, which is
ainly controlled by the seasonal mixed layer variation in its east-

rn formation site ( Katsura et al., 2013 ). However, the models ex-

ibit large diversity in salinity north of 15 °N in terms of the loca-

ion of the maximum and thickness. The formation of NPTW north

f 15 °N results from large interannual variability rather than sea-

onal mixed layer variations due to local surface forcing ( Katsura

t al., 2013 ). 

In the subtropical band between 20 °N and 30 °N, and below the

5 σθ surface, all of the models show diverse salinity distribu-

ions. The NPIW, characterized by the low salinity core less than

4.3 psu (approximately 34.0-34.3 psu) within a layer between

6.2 σθ and 27.2 σ θ , also extends southward to 15 °N in some

odels with a comparable salinity minimum with the observation

t depth (e.g., AWI, BERGEN, CERFACS, CMCC, CNRM, GFDL-MOM,

IEL-R025, KIEL-R050, MRI-ASSIM, MRI-FREE and NCAR). The other

odels have weak or no clear signature of a salinity minimum.

bservational studies (e.g., Yasuda, 1997; You et al., 20 0 0 ) indi-

ate that the low salinity originates mainly from the Bering and

khotsk Seas, which is also supported by a pathway analysis us-

ng an eddy-resolving ocean adjoint model ( Fujii et al., 2013 ). The

ater is advected into the MWR by the Oyashio and enters the

uroshio Extension ( You, 2010; Fujii et al., 2013 ). But there may be

everal pathways for the NPIW observed along P09 line shown in

ig. 10 . The subtropical gyre may be the most likely transport route

 You, 2010 ). When the NPIW water enters the subtropical gyre, it

ecirculates within the wind-driven gyre and ages. The differences

n the modeled NPIW distributions along P09 may be due to dif-

erent recirculation patterns that transport the salinity minimum.

e will further evaluate the associated pathways along the 26.8

θ isopycnal surface later. 

.1.2. P13 (165 °E) 

In general, the boundary between the Kuroshio Extension and

yashio Front in the upper ocean is vague due to a large MWR. The

13 section cuts through these fronts and extends to the equatorial

egion. The salinity distribution of P13 is generally similar to that

f the P09 section (compare Figs. 10 and 11 ), but the P13 salin-

ty minimum (maximum) is roughly 0.1-0.2 lower (0.2-0.4 higher)

n the subtropics. Similar to the observations, the lower salinity

inimum is likely caused by reduced mixing resulting from a nar-

ower vertical extent of the salinity minimum core ( Qu et al., 2001 ;

ou et al., 2003 ). The higher salinity maximum for the P13 section,

ompared to P09, is because P13 is much closer to the subduction

egion of NPTW. However, there is no significant change of buoy-

ncy because potential temperature increases are compensated by

alinity increases ( Qu et al., 2001 ). In general, the salinity is uni-

ormly high south of the KOE until 15 °N on the shallow isopyc-

al surfaces in all models ( < 26.2 σ θ , black solid lines in Fig. 11 are

6.2 σθ , 26.8 σθ , 27.2 σθ , respectively). 

In the observations (bottom left panel of Fig. 11 ), we can see

he fishhook-like salinity minimum intrusion extending from 40 °N-

0 °N southward to 10 °N-20 °N. The eastward flowing KOE brings

igh salinity water from the west. The subduction of the salinity

inimum occurs near the boundary between the subtropical and

ubarctic water, sometimes called the subarctic boundary ( Favorite

t al. 1976 ), located along the extension of the Kuroshio/Oyashio

approximately 40 °N) where it forms an equatorward tongue. This

atitude is roughly the northern boundary of NPIW. The salinity

inimum core (less than 34.2 psu) is centered at 30 °N but the

alinity in the core increases to 34.5 psu north of 10 °N, separat-

ng the tropical high salinity water from the subtropical low salin-

ty water. The salinity minimum core intrusion into the tropic can

e seen in all models but the strengths differ (e.g., a large area

f low salinity below 26.2 σ θ extending into the tropic in BERGEN

nd higher than 34.2 psu salinity minimum core in GFDL-GOLD).

his may be due to the different transport routes associated with
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Fig. 10. Vertical cross section of salinity (color) and potential density (contour) along the P09 (137 °E) section. Contour interval is 0.5. The 26.2 σ θ , 26.8 σ θ , 27.2 σ θ levels 

are shown as thick lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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different North Pacific gyres simulated by these models (shown on

isopycnal surfaces discussed in section 6.2 ). 

From the observations, the NPIW (around the 26.8 σ θ surface)

marks the bottom of recently ventilated thermocline water of low

salinity ( < 34.1psu). Below this depth, water properties are con-

served along isopycnals. The low salinity NPIW can be seen in all

models but the locations and extended depths differ. There is no

direct evidence that the isopycnal models (BERGEN, GFDL-GOLD)

catch these features better than models with other vertical coordi-

nate systems. 

6.2. Circulation along isopycnal surfaces 

Water masses are expected to flow along density surfaces and

so it is natural to examine the distribution of water properties

along isopycnals. Three isopycnal surfaces (defined by 26.2 σ θ ,

26.8 σθ , and 27.2 σ θ shown in Figs. 10 and 11 ) are used in this

section to describe the spatial distributions of isopycnal depth,

PV, potential temperature and salinity. These surfaces are defined

based on the mean density profiles in the individual models. 

6.2.1. σθ = 26.2 

We choose 26.2 σ θ because this is the maximum subduction

density in the North Pacific and its sigma surface outcrops between

38 °-40 °N ( Qu et al., 2001 ) in winter. The 26.2 σ θ mean surface

quickly deepens from the subpolar region ( < 100 m) to the sub-

tropical gyre (center is deeper than 500 m) south of the KOE in

the observation (bottom left panel in Fig. 12 ). The significant in-

crease of depth suggests that the KOE is characterized by strong

horizontal density gradients in the shallow waters. The 26.2 σ θ
epth contours resemble the North Pacific recirculation contours

or all models. According to the observations (bottom left panel of

ig. 12 ), the high PV occurs almost everywhere north of 35 °N and

ith two maxima that correspond to the maximum Ekman up-

elling regions centered at 50 °N, 165 °E and 55 °N, 145 °W, respec-

ively ( Talley, 1988 ). The low PV in the recirculation gyres south

f KOE is rather homogeneous (approximately 3 ×10 −10 m 

−1 s −1 )

nd represents the lower boundary of the STMW, which lies mainly

long the 25.2 σ θ . The other region of low PV ( < 3 ×10 −10 m 

−1 

 

−1 ), near the international dateline and in the subtropics, is likely

ue to the CMW, centered around 38 °N, 160 °W ( Suga et al., 1997 ).

e can see a slightly elevated PV ridge separating these two lo-

al PV minima, suggesting two different water formation processes

or STMW and CMW (regions A and B in Table 3 ). We note, how-

ver, that this gap is absent in all models or much higher than

he upper limit of STMW and CMW ( Suga et al., 2004 ), including

RI-ASSIM. This seems to be a common problem with the low-

esolution models (even in the eddy-permitting KIEL-R025); both

TMW and CMW form south of the KOE, with STMW precondition-

ng the formation of CMW ( Ladd and Thompson, 2001 ). In most

odels, we can see low PV bands extending continuously from

outh of the KOE northeastward to 160 °W, associated with forma-

ion due to the mixed layer front. In reality, CMW formation is

rimarily related to cross-isopycnal flow in the mixed layer ( Suga

t al., 2004 ). 

Fig. 13 shows the potential temperature and salinity distribu-

ion along 26.2 σ θ , indicating relatively uniform potential temper-

ture and salinity south of the KOE. The locations and the detailed

istribution of STMW and CMW in different models vary consis-

ently with the distribution of low PV in Fig. 12 . North of the
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Fig. 11. Vertical cross section of salinity (color) and potential density (contour) along the P13 (165 °E) section. Contour interval is 0.2. The 26.2 σ θ , 26.8 σ θ , 27.2 σ θ levels 

are shown as thick lines. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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OE, the potential temperature and salinity gradients are mostly

harp in the Oyashio Front for all models. There is no evidence that

he isopycnal models can better capture these frontal features. The

resence of a broad Kuroshio, and its extension, can be identified

n all models with high potential temperature ( > 11.5 °C), high salin-

ty ( > 34.4 psu), and low PV extending eastward from the coast of

apan. 

.2.2. σθ = 26.8 

This surface was chosen because it lies in the range of NPIW, a

nown salinity minimum centered between 26.7 σ θ and 26.9 σ θ

 Talley, 1993; Yasuda, 1997 ). Fig. 14 shows the PV and depth dis-

ribution along 26.8 σ θ . The observations indicate NPIW is formed

n the western North Pacific and is spread over the entire basin

y the large-scale circulation ( Talley, 1993 ). A PV minimum ( <

 ×10 −10 m 

−1 s −1 ) is observed (bottom left panel of Fig. 14 ) in

he Okhotsk Sea and the PV maximum ( > 4 ×10 −10 m 

−1 s −1 ) is

een just to the east of this marginal sea, extending throughout the

ubarctic Pacific. No PV maximum or minimum is observed in the

uroshio recirculation gyre east of Japan . These features are seen

nly in MRI-ASSIM. All free running models predict a variety of PV

istributions in the Okhotsk Sea and the subarctic Pacific. In the

khotsk Sea, a few models have very high PV (e.g., AWI, CCLICS,

ERFACS, CMCC, CNRM, GFDL-GOLD, KIEL-R025) while other mod-

ls (BERGEN, FSU, GFDL-MOM, ICTP, KIEL-R050, MRI-ASSIM, MRI-

REE and NCAR) have a low PV that is similar to observations.

akamura et al. (2004) showed that the intense tidally-induced

ixing along the Kuril Islands is one of the major reasons for the

ormation of low PV water, including the Okhotsk Sea. However, it

s not clear (or easy to distinguish) if the tidal mixing affects the
odeled PV distributions because all models except ICTP have en-

anced tidal mixing parameterization (but different schemes). In

ost models with low PV in the Okhotsk Sea, we can see the low

V water along the coast of the Kuril Islands and Hokkaido extends

outheastward and spreads over much of the subtropical region.

onsidering the ‘‘unventilated’’ theory of Rhines and Young (1982) ,

his uniform PV is not surprising, and has been interpreted as evi-

ence to support the idea that a convective (density driven) source

f NPIW is unlikely in the open subtropical Pacific ( Talley, 1993 ).

ts connection with the PV minimum in the Okhotsk Sea supports

he hypothesis that the origin of NPIW is the Okhotsk Sea mode

ater ( Yasuda, 1997 ). Although GFDL-MOM and ICTP have low PV

n the Okhotsk Sea, they also have high PV in the Kuroshio recir-

ulation gyre. 

In the subpolar gyres east of the Kuril Islands, the modeled

V distributions diverge more than in the Okhotsk Sea. The ob-

erved high PV east of the Kuril Islands is associated with Ekman

pwelling ( Talley, 1988 ). Observations show two local PV maxima

entered on the east and west sides of the dateline. Some models

o not generate high PV in this region, e.g., BERGEN, CMCC, KIEL-

050, MRI-FREE and NCAR. It is possible that bathymetry plays an

mportant role in generating these model differences, as supported

y the differences between the two KIEL models (high PV in KIEL-

025 but low PV in KIEL-R050). Within the same coarse resolu-

ion NEMO family, the similarity in the Subarctic Pacific between

ERFACS and CNRM, which is different from CMCC, indicates the

dditional impact of the different sea-ice model. 

Overall it is encouraging to see that low potential temperature

nd fresh salinity extrema occur in the Okhotsk Sea in all mod-

ls ( Fig. 15 ) although the PV distributions differ greatly in Fig. 14 .
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Fig. 12. Distributions of potential vorticity (color; in 10 −10 m 

−1 s −1 ) and depth (contour) on the 26.2 σ θ isopycnal surface. The contour interval is every 100 m. (For inter- 

pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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b  
The Okhotsk Sea and the coast of the Kuril Islands are thought to

be the formation source of NPIW as mentioned earlier. According

to observations, these regions have the shallowest (approximately

200 m or less), coldest ( < 2 °C) and freshest ( < 33.6 psu) waters. The

low salinity at the shallow depth in the Okhotsk Sea is responsi-

ble for the stable density stratification in the region that is associ-

ated with a broad, homogenous, low PV. These homogenous prop-

erties change dramatically southeastward in the MWR and they are

then transported to most of the North Pacific by the North Pacific

gyre circulation. The potential temperature and salinity distribu-

tions along 26.8 σ θ vary significantly among models. Only MRI-

SSIM and MRI-FREE simulate NPIW penetrating southward with

relatively homogeneous, low salinity and low potential tempera-

ture at 26.8 σ θ . The southward penetrating water in BERGEN is too

cold and fresh. All other models have a southward penetration of

NPIW that is either too warm or too salty. These features are also

reflected in the P09 and P13 sections discussed above. Neverthe-

less, we confirm that the spreading of NPIW is strongly related to

the large scale recirculation of the North Pacific in the individual

models. 

6.2.3. σθ = 27.2 

This surface is where AAIW spreads over the North Pacific ( Qu

et al., 2001 ) and is useful in investigating the exchange of water

between the subtropical and subpolar gyres at depth. The circula-

tion at this density surface is unventilated in the sense that these

isopycnals do not outcrop anywhere in the North Pacific. The depth

of this density surface ranges from roughly 700 m at the equator to

almost 10 0 0 m in the subtropics south of Japan ( Qu and Lindstrom,
004 ). Most models capture this feature (contours in Fig. 16 ) ex-

ept BERGEN. The BERGEN model overestimates the depth by more

han 300 m compared with observations (it is deeper than 900 m

ver a significant portion of North Pacific). The PV is generally very

ow along 27.2 σ θ but higher than the PV along the 26.8 σ θ sur-

ace in the Okhotsk Sea, suggesting a low PV origin of NPIW in

he Okhotsk Sea. Another large bias can be found in the PV of

FDL-GOLD; it has very high PV poleward of the subtropical North

acific. The high PV may relate to the high potential temperature

nd salinity gradients east of Japan ( Fig. 17 ), resulting from the ex-

essive downward penetration of the Kuroshio Current associated

ith deeper MLDs in Fig. 8. 

The patterns of potential temperature and salinity along 27.2 σ θ

re compared in Fig. 17 . The lateral gradients of potential tempera-

ure and salinity are weak on this isopycnal surface compared with

hose in the shallower waters along 26.2 and 26.8 σ θ . The low

alinity signal of AAIW is lost by mixing with overlying and under-

ying waters at the midlatitudes of the North Pacific. Some models

ven show relatively uniform water properties (4-6 °C, 34.4 psu)

hroughout the whole North Pacific (e.g., AWI, CERFACS, CMCC,

NRM, two KIEL models and MRI-FREE). These models also miss

he low salinity and low potential temperature characteristics in

he subartic. Further analysis on the isopycnal and diapycnal mix-

ng characteristics is required. 

. Mean tropical dynamics 

Finally, we examine the mean tropical dynamics in the Pacific

ecause of its importance in the global climate system (e.g., the
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Fig. 13. Distributions of potential temperature (color) and salinity (contour) on the 26.2 σ θ isopycnal surface. The contour interval is every 0.1. (For interpretation of the 

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Table 4 

Maximum mean zonal velocity (in m s −1 ) 

and corresponding depth (in m) at the 

equator during 1986-20 0 0. 

Velocity Depth 

AWI 94 117 

BERGEN 100 101 

CCLICS 80 106 

CERFACS 100 104 

CMCC 104 95 

CNRM 104 105 

FSU 95 115 

GFDL-GOLD 80 120 

GFDL-MOM 87 119 

ICTP 96 110 

KIEL-R025 109 114 

KIEL-R050 114 112 

MRI-ASSIM 75 106 

MRI-FREE 79 118 

NCAR 109 111 

Johnson (2002) 111 86 

Ensemble Mean 94 ± 11 113 ± 7 
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mpact of ENSO). We first compare the zonal mean current struc-

ure along the equator with observations ( Johnson et al., 2002 ) for

he 1986-20 0 0 period ( Fig. 18 ). Along the equator, the maximum

peed of the EUC ranges from 79 cm s −1 (MRI-FREE) to 114 cm s −1 

KIEL-R050) listed in Table 4 (MRI-ASSIM is excluded). The corre-

ponding core depths (defined as the depth of the maximum east-

ard velocity) are also listed for reference. The ensemble mean of
he maximum speed for all free running models is 94 ± 11 cm s −1 ,

eaker than the observations of Johnson et al. (2002) which in-

icated a maximum of 110 cm s −1 at approximately 86 m, 130 °W;

CAR and the KIEL-R025 are the only models having a comparable

peed within ± 2% difference. The zonal tilt of the EUC is aligned

ith the isopycnals for each model. The equatorial pycnocline in

he eastern Pacific is relative weak in most models in comparison

ith observations except in AWI and GFDL-GOLD. This results in a

eeper 26 σ θ in the model ensemble (170 m) while the observed

6 σθ is approximately 100 m. The actual mechanism causing the

eepened isopycnals is not clear. 

The zonal currents at 140 °W are also compared with the obser-

ation of Johnson et al. (2002) in Fig. 19 for the period of 1986-

0 0 0. The large scale structure of EUC and South Equatorial Cur-

ents (SEC) in all models are similar to the observations, however,

here are differences in the details. The EUC in some models is too

eep (e.g., AWI, CCLICS) and all are wider than the observations

n the meridional direction to a certain extent so that the model

nsemble (top right) has a wider EUC core than the observations.

evertheless, all these models have a SEC flowing westward on the

outh side of EUC, consistent with the observations. However, their

ertical and meridional extent on the north side is greatly influ-

nced by the existence and strength of NECC and North Subsurface

ountercurrent, an eastward surface current flowing against the

revailing winds, and a subsurface current, respectively. All models

ave a weak flow at latitudes normally associated with the NECC.

RI-ASSIM has the largest eastward velocity (of the order of 10-

0 cm s −1 ), however, the speed is still weaker than the observed

peed of about 40 cm s −1 . The discrepancies in all free-running
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Fig. 14. Distributions of potential vorticity (color, in 10 −10 m 

−1 s −1 ) and depth (contour) on the 26.8 σ θ isopycnal surface. The contour interval is every 100 m. (For inter- 

pretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 5 

The eastward Sverdrup transport (in Sv) of 

NECC (2 °-10 °N) estimated using the wind 

stress on the model grid along 140 °W. 

Transport (2 °-10 °N) 

AWI 4 .3 

BERGEN 8 .7 

CCLICS 11 .2 

CERFACS 9 .7 

CMCC 8 .7 

CNRM 9 .0 

FSU 7 .6 

GFDL-GOLD 5 .9 

GFDL-MOM 4 .8 

ICTP 4 .1 

KIEL-R025 11 .6 

KIEL-R050 12 .2 

MRI-ASSIM 7 .1 

MRI-FREE 7 .7 

NCAR 11 .5 

OBS 17 .2 

Ensemble Mean 8.4 ± 2.5 
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d  

s  

m  
models may result from the interpolated low-resolution CORE-II

wind field because the structure of the NECC depends heavily on

two key factors: the strength of the near-equatorial zonal wind

stress and the meridional gradient of the wind stress curl, i.e., (curl

τ ) y , in the Intertropical Convergence Zone ( Yu et al., 20 0 0 ). 

This is supported by the mean wind stress curl shown in

Fig. 20 and the Sverdrup transport U calculated using all mod-

els’ wind stresses shown in Fig. 21 ( Sverdrup, 1947; Kessler et al.,

2003 ). Figs. 20 and 21 compare the modeled wind stress curls and

their associated Sverdrup transports with those calculated from the

Scatterometer Climatology of Ocean Winds fields ( Risien and Chel-

ton, 2008 ) between 15 °S and 15 °N. We can see dramatic differ-

ences between the models and observations, particularly the west-

ward transport band between the equator and 5 °N (compare the

ensemble mean and the observation in the bottom panel of Fig.

21 ). We note that a strip of observed positive WSC ( Fig. 20 ) just

north of the equator around 150 °W-100 °W is missing in the CORE-

II wind forcing, a robust feature seen in satellite winds but not

in reanalysis or ship products ( Kessler et al., 2003 ) and resulted

from a tight coupling between the wind stress and SST ( Chelton

et al., 2001 ). This discrepancy in the CORE-II wind forcing causes

a big difference in all models’ Sverdrup transport comparing with

the observations. Because the near-equatorial zonal wind stresses

are all very similar among models, our results highlight the key

role of the (curl τ ) y in the equatorial transport, greatly sensitive

to the near equator positive WSC although it is weak ( Kessler et

al., 2003 ). Furthermore, the Sverdrup transport U values among

the models also vary due to the different model grids which cause

other differences in (curl τ ) y among models. 

t  
Based on the above discussion we conclude that the unrealisti-

ally weak zonal Sverdrup transport caused by the inaccurate WSC

rom the CORE-II wind forcing may result in the NECC and SEC

f all models being too weak. This is also supported by the Sver-

rup transport of the NECC (2 °-10 °N) estimated using the wind

tress on the model grids along 140 °W ( Table 5 ). The ensemble

ean of 8.4 Sv is almost half of the Sverdrup transport (17.2 Sv) es-

imated from the Scatterometer Climatology of Ocean Winds fields
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Fig. 15. Distributions of potential temperature (color) and salinity (contour) on the 26.8 σ θ isopycnal surface. The contour interval is every 0.1.(For interpretation of the 

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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 Kessler et al., 2003 ). The quality of CORE-II forcing requires a re-

nement near the equator. 

Meridional transport also plays a key dynamical role in the

ropics. Similar to Chen et al. (2015) and McPhaden and Zhang

2002) , we further compare the modeled vertical sections of

eridional velocity across 10 °S and 10 °N in order to estimate

he mean meridional transport associated with STCs in the Pacific

 Figs. 22 and 23 ). The latitude of 10 °N is chosen because it ap-

roximates a choke point for the meridional geostrophic transport

etween the extratropics and tropics due to the existence of a PV

idge at 10 °N ( McPhaden and Zhang, 2002 ). The latitude of 10 °S is
hosen for hemispheric symmetry. Across both latitudes, the pole-

ard surface Ekman transport of STCs is confined approximately to

he upper 50 m in all models, consistent with the analysis shown

n Chen et al. (2015) . Therefore, the modeled Ekman transport is

stimated as the depth-integrated meridional velocity above 50 m.

ost models have similar magnitudes (see Table 6 for the indi-

idual Ekman transport at 10 °N and 10 °S) except BERGEN which

as an overall weaker Ekman transport along 10 °N. The ensemble

ean Ekman transport is 19.4 ± 2.7 Sv at 10 °N and -16.4 ± 2.6 Sv

t 10 °S. By comparing results for the two sections, it is clear that

he vertical extent of the Ekman layer is approximately symmetric

cross the equator. 

The pycnocline transport of STCs is primarily above 26 σ θ in

he observation ( McPhaden and Zhang, 2002 ). The isopycnal lines

alculated using WOA09 data are superimposed as dashed lines (22

θ to 26 σθ ). The 26 σ θ isopycnals are generally deeper in the

odels, regardless of the vertical resolution and vertical coordi-

ate system. This leads to a deeper extension of STC transports in
ll models when comparing with McPhaden and Zhang (2004) . The

ain core of equatorward interior flow appears between approxi-

ately 150 °E and 140 °W in the observations ( Schott et al., 2004;

hen et al., 2015 ). This is the major contribution of the equator-

ard STCs at 10 °N. However, all models show the interior equator-

ard flow can extend further eastward to the surface Costa Rica

ome in the eastern tropical Pacific. It is clear that the pycnocline

eatures in the eastern tropical Pacific (dominated mainly by the

hermoclines in this region, Brown and Fedorov, 2010 ) are also not

ell represented in all models when compared with the WOA09

ata. The local unresolved, small-scale wind variations (strongly in-

uenced by the topography of the American continent), which is

lso missing in the CORE-II forcing, may be an important cause of

he discrepancy ( Kessler, 2006 ). 

At 10 °S, the pycnocline distribution of all models is similar to

he WOA09 data ( Fig. 23 ). The 26 σ θ isopycnals vary between

50 m and 310 m in depth. The modeled equatorward interior

ransports extend from 180 °W to 90 °W. The largest interior trans-

ort at 10 °S occurs between 140 °W to 100 °W in all models, con-

istent with previous analysis ( Chen et al., 2015 ). These results

uggest that the CORE-II forced models can simulate the Southern

emisphere interior transport, and its distribution, better than the

orthern Hemisphere interior transport. 

Similar to previous studies, the interior STC transport (western

oundary current excluded) is also estimated by integrating the

eridional velocity vertically from 50 m to the depth of 26 σ θ (Ek-

an transport excluded) because it captures the density range of

he majority of interior pycnocline transport, and then integrating

onally from the eastern edge (roughly 140 °E at 10 °N and 160 °E
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Fig. 16. Distributions of potential vorticity (color, in 10 −10 m 

−1 s −1 ) and depth (contour) on the 27.2 σ θ isopycnal surface. The contour interval is every 50 m. (For interpre- 

tation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 

Table 6 

Mean meridional volume transports (in Sv) across two zonal sections resulting from western boundary (WB), Ekman (EK) and interior STCs. WB is defined from 

the east coast of Mindanao to 140 °E for 9 °N and from the coast of New Guinea to 160 °E for 9 °S. The interior STCs is from 140 °E to 80 °W for 9 °N and 160 °E to 
80 °W for 9 °S. The interior STC convergence estimated from McPhaden and Zhang (2004) is 13.4 ± 1.6 Sv (07/1992-06/1998) and 24.1 ± 1.8 Sv (07/1998-06/2003), 

respectively. 

10 °N 10 °S Convergence (10 °S-10 °N) 

WB EK Interior STC Total STC WB EK Interior STC Total STC Interior STC Total STC 

AWI −4 .5 19 .5 −11 .1 3 .9 7 .2 −17 .1 12 .0 2 .1 23 .1 −1 .8 

BERGEN −14 .0 11 .6 −2 .8 −5 .2 5 .5 −10 .0 6 .4 1 .9 9 .2 7 .1 

CCLICS −3 .3 18 .3 −7 .7 7 .3 −0 .8 −13 .4 7 .8 −6 .3 15 .5 −13 .7 

CERFACS −6 .1 19 .5 −14 .6 −1 .2 8 .9 −17 .3 12 .6 4 .2 27 .2 5 .4 

CMCC −4 .6 19 .8 −15 .2 0 .0 9 .1 −17 .7 12 .9 4 .3 28 .1 4 .3 

CNRM −5 .9 19 .2 −15 .2 −1 .9 8 .0 −17 .9 14 .1 4 .3 29 .3 6 .2 

FSU −11 .4 22 .7 −4 .5 6 .8 7 .4 −21 .2 9 .2 −4 .6 13 .7 −11 .4 

GFDL-GOLD −9 .8 16 .9 −7 .6 −0 .5 6 .9 −13 .6 8 .9 2 .2 16 .5 2 .7 

GFDL-MOM −10 .9 20 .9 −10 .5 −0 .5 5 .3 −17 .4 12 .9 0 .8 23 .4 1 .3 

ICTP −12 .1 20 .1 −11 .2 −3 .2 4 .8 −16 .2 12 .5 1 .1 23 .7 4 .3 

KIEL-R025 −4 .2 20 .7 −17 .7 −1 .2 7 .4 −17 .2 13 .5 3 .7 31 .2 4 .9 

KIEL-R050 −9 .1 19 .5 −12 .2 −1 .8 3 .6 −15 .4 12 .8 1 .0 25 .0 2 .8 

MRI-ASSIM −20 .9 28 .6 −5 .4 2 .3 13 .0 −19 .7 10 .7 4 .0 16 .1 1 .7 

MRI-FREE −12 .8 23 .2 −11 .2 −0 .8 5 .1 −18 .8 11 .8 −1 .9 23 .0 −1 .1 

NCAR −8 .1 19 .8 −11 .8 −0 .1 6 .1 −17 .0 12 .3 1 .4 24 .0 1 .5 

Ensemble Mean −8.3 ± 4.5 19.4 ± 2.7 −10.9 ± 4.0 0.1 ± 3.4 6.0 ± 2.4 −16.4 ± 2.6 11.4 ± 2.3 1.0 ± 3.1 22.4 ± 6.1 0.9 ± 6.0 
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at 10 °S) of the western boundary current to the eastern boundary.

In order to directly compare with the observations of McPhaden

and Zhang (2004) , the westernmost longitudes of integration are

chosen several hundred kilometers away from the western bound-

ary, which avoids strong boundary currents and their local recir-

culation. The mean western boundary, Ekman layer and interior

STC transports from 1963-2007 for all models are tabulated in
able 6 for completeness (see Fig. 8 in Chen et al., 2015 for the

eographical illustration). 

McPhaden and Zhang (2004) indicated that the interior STC

onvergence (transport at 10 °S minus transport at 10 °N) has a large

emporal variability (e.g., 13.4 ± 1.6 Sv from 07/1992 to 06/1998

nd 24.1 ± 1.8 Sv from 07/1998 to 06/2003, respectively). The en-

emble mean of the interior STC convergence among models is
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Fig. 17. Distributions of potential temperature (color) and salinity (contour) on the 27.2 σ θ isopycnal surface. The contour interval is every 0.04. (For interpretation of the 

references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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2.4 ± 6.1 Sv, which is within the range of McPhaden and Zhang

2004) . The interannual variability of STC transports will be fur-

her addressed in the follow-on paper. Chen et al. (2015) further

how that the mean interior transport at 10 °S (13.6 Sv) is more

han twice that at 10 °N (-5.9 Sv) in general during 1960-2010. The

symmetry of transport in Chen et al. (2015) (also MRI-ASSIM) in-

icates the dominant Southern Hemispheric role of STCs. However,

ost models have symmetric interior STC transport with larger

alues than Chen et al. (2015) at 10 °N, leading to the larger total

nterior STC convergence ( Table 6 ). At 10 °S, the ensemble mean of

he interior STC transport is 11.4 ± 2.3 Sv, quite consistent with that

stimated in Chen et al. (2015) . This may not be surprising because

ll models have pycnocline distributions that are similar to the

bservations discussed above ( Fig. 23 ). The interior STC transport

ill not deviate too much if the meridional velocity is also similar.

ERGEN model has much weaker transport. The other weak inte-

ior transport at 10 °S can be found in CCLICS (7.8 Sv) resulting from

ts shallowest depth of 26 σ θ among all of the models. However,

t 10 °N, most models have larger equatorward pycnocline trans-

ort (-10.9 ± 4.0 Sv) than that estimated in Chen et al. (2015) . This

s also consistent with the significantly deeper pycnoclines in most

odels ( Fig. 22 ). Both BERGEN and FSU have weaker transports

han the estimated -5.9 Sv in Chen et al. (2015) . This is due not

nly to the weaker velocity but also the deeper Ekman layers. Fu-

ure assessment of the interannual to decadal variability of inte-

ior STCs requires caution. The modeled interior STCs will in gen-

ral be larger than observed due to the overestimated transport at

0 °N. The overestimated transport may be linked to the deep pyc-

ocline in most models shown in Figs. 22 and the lack of high PV
egion in the Northern Hemisphere in many models (not shown).

he lack of high PV region in many models potentially maintains

 larger equatorward transport than the observation in the cen-

ral and eastern Pacific without rerouting more North Hemisphere

ater to the western boundary in the upper layer as seen in ob-

ervation ( Johnson and McPhaden, 1999 ). 

. Summary and future work 

We have evaluated a suite of global ocean-sea ice models,

riven by the CORE-II atmospheric forcing from 1963-2007, focus-

ng on the North and equatorial Pacific. The key results are sum-

arized as follows: 

1. The overall model performance is clearly quantified by the Tay-

lor diagrams of the first three moments of the surface vari-

ability. Our results clearly show that the mean standard devi-

ation and skewness of SSH variability for the altimeter subpe-

riod (1993-2007) deviate from the observations more than the

mean SSH pattern in all models. In particular, comparison of

spatial patterns of model standard deviation with a correspond-

ing map based on altimeter observations clearly indicates the

impact of missing meso-scale eddies for all models. Neverthe-

less, all models can simulate the contribution of the 1997 El

Niño signature in the skewness of SSH (but not the specific

skewness pattern in the vicinity of the Kuroshio and its ex-

tension due to the models’ inability to reproduce the expected

mesoscale variability). Similar features can also be found in the

spatial maps of standard deviation and skewness of SST. 
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Fig. 18. Mean zonal velocity (color, in cm s −1 ) and potential density (black contours) along the equator from 1986 to 20 0 0. The white line denotes the core depth of the 

EUC (defined as the depth of the maximum eastward velocity). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version 

of this article). 

Fig. 19. Mean zonal velocity in the central topical Pacific on a meridional section (140 °W) from 1986 to 20 0 0. 
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Fig. 20. Mean wind stress curl (curl τ ) in the tropics. The Scatterometer Climatology of Ocean Winds is shown at the bottom for comparison. 

Fig. 21. Vertically integrated zonal transport/unit width (m 

2 s −1 ) from the Sverdrup balance. Red colors indicate eastward transport, blue colors westward. (For interpretation 

of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article). 
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Fig. 22. Longitude-depth sections of time-mean meridional velocity (shading, in m s −1 ) along 10 °N with isopycnals (solid black line, in kg m 

−3 ) from 1963 to 2007. The 

isopycnals from WOA09 are also shown as dashed black lines (22-26 σ θ ) for comparison. 

Fig. 23. Same as Fig. 22 but for 10 °S. 
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2. Several transports in the KCS are evaluated due to their impor-

tant roles on the heat transport in the climate system. As ex-

pected, the discrepancy of the model mean western boundary

current transports is mainly due to their poor model resolu-

tions and lack of mesoscale eddies. We confirmed the modeled

Kuroshio axis is further offshore than observed for most mod-

els ( Table 2 ). However, many of them show seasonal variability

as found in the observations along PCM-1 ( Fig. 7 ). The modeled

ensemble mean along PCM-1 is 16.4 ± 7.5 Sv which is approx-

imately 5 Sv lower than the observed value of 21.2 ± 2.4 Sv. A

larger model discrepancy is found along the PN line, where the

modeled ensemble mean transport is 7.2 ± 3.7 Sv, significantly

lower than the observed value of 24.1 ± 3.4 Sv (and the reported

transports of 22.5-25.8 Sv for different time periods). The low

ensemble mean is likely due to unresolved mesoscale eddies

in the CORE-II simulations, which contribute significantly to

Kuroshio transport in this region ( Shen et al., 2014; Soeyanto

et al., 2014 ) and the bottom drag caused by the Ryukyu Islands

in the low-resolution models. The overall transports (ensemble

mean is 24.6 ± 3.3 Sv) across P09 for all models underestimate

the observed value of 33.0 Sv. 

3. Water mass analysis shows that both the STMW and CMW in

the North Pacific cannot be distinguished by all participating

models. These models reproduce a local maximum of MLD in

the ESMW region although the area of enhanced MLD is much

larger than observed in most of them. It appears these mod-

els can simulate the water formation associated with the mixed

layer front (e.g., STMW) but cannot simulate the water forma-

tion resulting from the cross-isopycnal flow in the mixed layer

(e.g., CMW, Suga et al., 2004 ), an important contributor to inter-

annual to decadal variability of the North Pacific. Our analysis

confirms the excess formation of STMW results in the deeper

MLD (e.g., FSU and ICTP-MOM) due to the inaccurate Kuroshio

separation associated with the excess warm and salty Kuroshio

water. In particular, potential temperature biases dominate the

changes in density. However, the great diversity of model re-

sults complicates our interpretation of the model biases related

to the formation of CMW due to compensating effects of poten-

tial temperature and salinity. Model resolution seems not to be

critical because no significant differences can be found in the

0.25 ° KIEL-R025 model. 

All models confirm the NPIW origin in the high latitude

of Western North Pacific, however, they do not agree well on

the origin of NPIW from the Okhotsk Sea. Even with the same

NEMO model (but different versions), the PV distribution in the

Subarctic Pacific can differ greatly among CERFACS (or CNRM)

and CMCC. The influence of the distribution of sea-ice may be

a key contributor and further investigation of the Arctic and the

subarctic North Pacific is required. The recently proposed origin

of NPIW in the broad area between the subtropical and subarc-

tic gyres ( You, 2010 ) is also supported by some models. Never-

theless, the pathways of NPIW vary among these models, which

are aligned with their own large-scale circulation routes. Note

that the spreading of AAIW into the North Pacific is evident in

all models. However, the meridional extent also varies signifi-

cantly among models. 

4. Finally, the mean tropical dynamics are carefully assessed

among the models. All CORE-II simulations generate similar,

large scale tropical structures of EUC and SEC, but the EUC

varies in terms of speed, depth, vertical and meridional exten-

sion. Interestingly, the ensemble mean of the maximum speed

is 94 ± 11 cm s −1 , which is weaker than the observed 110 cm

s −1 for the same period. Similar to the CORE-II simulations

analysis for the North Atlantic ( Danabasoglu et al., 2014 ), we

cannot find an obvious grouping of the models based on their

ocean model lineage or vertical coordinate systems. However,
our results confirm the key role of the meridional gradient of

the wind stress curl in the equatorial transport ( Yu et al., 20 0 0;

Kessler et al., 2003 ). The overall weak Sverdrup transport (ap-

proximately a half of the value estimated by the satellite winds)

due to the inaccurate CORE-II wind forcing is a major contribu-

tion of the weak NECC and SEC in all models. This discrepancy

has also been noticed recently in its impact on the ENSO vari-

ability so that the NOAA-CIRES 20th century Reanalysis wind

field has been attempted to merge into the CORE-II forcing near

the equator. 

The STCs can be found in all models. In nature, the Southern

emisphere produces the largest equatorward transport anomaly

t 10 °S where most models show similar mean transport. However,

ost models show a larger interior STCs transport than the obser-

ations due to the overestimated Northern Hemispheric transport.

he variation of STCs, mainly forced by the WSC ( McCreary and Lu,

994 ), is a major driver of Pacific climate variability. 

This study provides a detailed evaluation of CORE-II ocean-ice

imulations for the mean properties of the North and equatorial

acific dynamics, a useful guideline for the follow-on study on the

nterannual and decadal variability of the Pacific dynamics. The

resence of high pycnocline variability in the subtropical Pacific

s highly related to the Rossby wave activity, which is character-

zed by a large fraction of energy at decadal time scales ( Capotondi

nd Alexander, 2001; Capotondi et al., 2003 ). The missing decadal

rend of Kuroshio transport in all model results ( Fig. 7 ) also re-

uires further attention at the interannual and decadal scales. Us-

ng two configurations (0.25 ° and 1 °) of GFDL-MOM and ICTP mod-

ls, Farneti et al. (2014a ) have shown that the observed variabil-

ty of equatorial SST anomalies can be well simulated and linked

ith the STC variation over the last 60 years of the CORE-II forcing

eriod. They also confirmed that the subtropical winds drive the

ecadal to multi-decadal evolution of the STC associated with the

quatorial SST change. The Pacific Ocean plays an important, but

till not clear, role in tropical-subtropical interaction. More analy-

is, and comparison of the interannual to decadal variability of the

acific using CORE-II forcing experiments, will be the subject next.
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Appendix A. Glossary of acronyms 

AAIW Antarctic intermediate water 

CMW Central Mode Water 

CORE-II Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments 

ECS East China Sea 

ENSO El Niño Southern Oscillation 

ESMW Eastern Subtropical Mode Water 

EUC Equatorial Undercurrent 

KCS Kuroshio Current System 

KOE Kuroshio/Oyashio Extension 

KT Kuroshio Transport 

MLD Mixed Layer Depth 

MWR Mixed Water Region 

NECC North Equatorial Counter Current 

NPIW North Pacific Intermediate Water 

PN Pollution Nagasaki 

PV Potential Vorticity 

RMSD Root-mean-square difference 

SEC South Equatorial Currents 

SSH Sea Surface Height 

SST Sea Surface Temperature 

STMW Subtropical Mode Water 

WOA09 World Ocean Atlas 2009 

WSC Wind Stress Curl 

Appendix B. Description of CCLICS 

The CCLICS contribution uses the CESM1.0.4 framework, but the

CESM ocean component has been replaced by the parallel domain-

decomposed Taiwan Multi-scale Community Ocean Model (TIM-

COM, Tseng and Chien, 2011 ; Young et al., 2012 ). The domain cov-

ers 86 °S to 90 °N, where a symmetric boundary condition is im-

posed at North Pole rather than the commonly used displaced

grids. Therefore, the North Pole is treated as an infinitely small cir-

cle which exchanges the northern boundary condition across the

Pole symmetrically. The surface salinity is restored to the Polar Sci-

ence Center Hydrographic Climatology (PHC) version 3 (updated

from Steele et al., 2001 ) using an equivalent three-year time scale

over 50 m. The TIMCOM ocean model uses a fourth-order spatial

approximation combining Arakawa A- and C-grids with fixed res-

olution along the zonal-direction (1.125 °) and variable resolution

along the meridional-direction (approximately 0.3 ° near the equa-

tor and about 1.0 ° at high latitudes). The vertical resolution is a

linear-exponentially stretched grid of 40 levels with a thickness of

roughly 10 m at the top and 760 m in the abyssal ocean. 

The vertical mixing is based on the K-Profile Parameterization

(Large et al., 1994) with a critical Richardson number of 0.3, as

modified by Danabasoglu et al. (2006), with a latitudinally vary-

ing background diffusivity. A constant background vertical diffu-

sivity (1.6 ×10 −5 m 

2 s −1 ) is locally enhanced by the tidal dissipa-

tion scheme of Simmons et al. (2004) . The horizontal eddy viscos-

ity/diffusivity is uniformly 200/40 m 

2 s −1 with enhanced values at

the upper ocean and the equatorial region. There is no other sub-

grid scale parameterization or Laplacian operator on the momen-

tum and tracer equations. The model is integrated using a modified

Robert–Asselin–Williams filtered leapfrog scheme with a time step

of 8 minutes ( Williams, 2009; Young et al., 2014 ). The small time

step is required mainly due to the Courant–Friedrichs–Levy condi-

tion in the Arctic. The sea-ice model is the same as the LANL sea-

ice model (CICE4; Hunke and Lipscomb, 2008 ) used in the CESM.

It runs on the same horizontal grid as the ocean with a time step

of 1 h. 
ppendix C. Some details of the Analysis methods 

Deaseasonalization: the observational and model time series

re “deseasonalized” prior to analysis (e.g., calculating the vari-

nce). This simply means removing the annual cycle, and p higher

requency harmonics, by the least squares method. Specifically we

xpress the observation/model for time t as follows: 

 t = β0 + 

p+1 ∑ 

k =1 

βc 
i cos (ωk t) + βs 

i sin (ωkt) + e t 

here β are regression coefficients to be estimated by the least

quares method from the grid point time series, ω corresponds to

 period of one inverse time year, p is the number of harmonics of

he annual cycle to be removed, and e denotes the deseasonalized

ersion of x . The number of harmonics and the time span of the

rid point time series are given in the main body of the text. 

Skewness: This is a nondimensional measure of the asymmetry

f a probability density function (pdf) of a random variable. It is

efined by 

1 = σ−3 E 
[
(x − μ) 

3 
]

= σ−3 

∫ 
(x − μ) 

3 
f (x ) dx 

here E denotes the expectation operator, and σ , μ and f(x) de-

ote the standard deviation, mean, and pdf of the random variable

espectively. A similar formula holds for the sample skewness cal-

ulated from a set of observations: expectation is replaced by an

verage and μ and σ are replaced by the sample mean and sample

tandard deviation. If the pdf (or histogram) has an extended tail to

he right, the skewness will be positive, and vice versa. Thompson

nd Demirov (2006) showed that skewness of SSH can be used to

dentify the mean path of unstable ocean jets and, like the variance

f SSH, is a potentially powerful diagnostic for testing the realism

f ocean circulation models. 

Taylor diagrams: Taylor (2001) proposed a useful way of sum-

arizing the performance of multiple models in a single diagram.

et { x i , y i | i = 1 , . . . , n } denote a bivariate dataset and denote the

ample correlation of the two components by r , the standard de-

iation of their differences { x i − y i | i = 1 , . . . , n } by s d , and the ra-

io of their standard deviations by s x /s y . In the present study, we

ill take { x i | i = 1 , . . . , n } to be the n grid point values predicted by

 model, and { y i | i = 1 , . . . , n } to be the co-located values from an

bserved climatology (both are normalized by the observed clima-

ology). In this situation r measures the correlation between the

wo gridded fields, s d is the standard deviation of the observation-

odel values at the n grid points, and s 2 x /s 2 y compares the vari-

bility of the two fields. A model that fits the observations well

ould have r and s 2 x /s 2 y close to 1, and s d close to zero. The im-

ortant point noted by Taylor is that these three statistics are not

ndependent ( s 2 
d 

= s 2 x + s 2 y − 2 s y s y r) and all three statistics can be

onveniently displayed in a single, two-dimensional plot (the so-

alled Taylor diagram). The top left panel of Fig. 2 is an example of

 Taylor diagram. It compares the mean dynamic topography of 15

odels with an observed topography calculated from altimeter and

ravity observations. Each point corresponds to a particular model.

he correlation between the observed climatology and the model

utput is given by the angle measured clockwise from the y-axis.

he standard deviation ratio is given by radial distance from the

rigin. The RMSD between the observed and modeled grid point

alues, normalized by the standard deviation of the observations, is

hown by radial distance from the point (1,0). The closer the point

o (1,0) the closer the fit of the model to the observed mean dy-

amic topography. Taylor diagrams are used in this study because

hey provide a convenient way of comparing the performance of

ultiple models, measured by the above three statistics, in a sin-

le plot. 
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